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This unique text is ingeniously organized by class of compound and by property or reaction type, not group by group or element by element
(which requires students to memorize isolated facts).
The olden days were pretty fun if you liked wearing chainmail or chopping people's heads off but there was one TINY LITTLE problem back
then . . . doctors didn't have the slightest clue about how our bodies worked. It's time to find out why Ancient Egyptians thought the brain was
just a useless load of old stuffing that might as well be chucked in the bin, why teachers forced their pupils to smoke cigarettes, why
hairdressers would cut off their customers' legs, and why people used to get paid for farting. (Unfortunately that's no longer a thing - sorry.)
You'll get answers to questions like- Why did patients gargle with wee? How did a doctor save people's lives using a washing machine, a can
of beans and some old sausages? What was the great stink? (No, it's not what doctors call your bum.) If you're sure you're ready, then pop a
peg on your nose (there was a lot of stinky pus back then), pull on your wellies (there was a lot of poo there too), wash your hands (because
they certainly didn't) and explore the gross and gruesome history of the human body in . . . KAY'S MARVELLOUS MEDICINE - the brandnew, hilarious book from bestselling, record-breaking author, Adam Kay. Praise for Kay's Anatomy- 'An enjoyably gross look at the human
body. Hours of gruesome fun guaranteed' i 'Like listening to a teacher who makes pupils fall about' Sunday Times 'Totally brilliant!' Jacqueline
Wilson 'Fun and informative' Malorie Blackman 'Very funny - this exciting book is bound to inspire the next generation of medics' Sunday
Express
Totally revised and expanded, the Color Atlas of Biochemistry presents the fundamentals of human and mammalian biochemistry on 215
stunning color plates.Alongside a short introduction to chemistry and the classical topics of biochemistry, the 2nd edition covers new
approaches and aspects in biochemistry, such as links between chemical structure and biological function or pathways for information
transfer, as well as recent developments and discoveries, such as the structures of many new important molecules. Key features of this title
include:- The unique combination of highly effective color graphics and comprehensive figure legends;- Unified color-coding of atoms,
coenzymes, chemical classes, and cell organelles that allows quick recognition of all involved systems;- Computer graphics provide simulated
3D representation of many important molecules.This Flexibook is ideal for students of medicine and biochemistry and a valuable source of
reference for practitioners.
This book enables readers to see the connections in organic chemistry and understand the logic. Reaction mechanisms are grouped together
to reflect logical relationships. Discusses organic chemistry as it is applied to real-world compounds and problems. Electrostatic potential
plots are added throughout the text to enhance the recognition and importance of molecular polarity. Presents problems in a new "LookingAhead" section at the end of each chapter that show how concepts constantly build upon each other. Converts many of the structural
formulas to a line-angle format in order to make structural formulas both easier to recognize and easier to draw.
"I have no dress except the one I wear every day. If you are going to be kind enough to give me one, please let it be practical and dark so
that I can put it on afterwards to go to the laboratory", said Marie Curie about her wedding dress. According to her lecture notes, Gertrude B.
Elion is quoted a few decades later: "Don't be afraid of hard work. Don't let others discourage you, or tell you that you can't do it. In my day I
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was told women didn't go into chemistry. I saw no reason why we couldn't." These two quotations from famous, Nobel Prize winning chemists
amply demonstrate the challenges that female scientists in the past centuries have had to overcome; challenges that are still sometimes
faced by the current generation. They "must have the noblest courage, quite extraordinary talents and superior genius" wrote Carl Friedrich
Gauss 1807 in a letter to mathematician Sophie Germain. For the official book to celebrate the International Year of Chemistry, the European
Association for Chemical and Molecular Sciences (EuCheMS) has chosen one of the central goals of the International Year: the contribution
and role of women in chemistry. This celebration, which is the focus of European Women in Chemistry, takes us on a journey through
centuries of chemical research, focusing on the lives of those amazing women from ancient times to the current day who dared to study this
subject, often against advice or societal expectations. These portraits emphasize the extraordinary path and personality of these fascinating
women, their major contribution to chemistry, but all in the context of their time and social environment. Some of these women, like Marie
Curie and Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin, are famous and still well-known today. Others have contributed significantly to the development of
science and lived an exceptional life, but are nowadays almost forgotten. This book is a tribute to all of them and a motivation for new
generations to come to tread new paths, fight for unusual ideas and control one?s own destiny.
With contributions by numerous experts
From ancient Greek theory to the explosive discoveries of the 20th century, this authoritative history shows how major chemists, their
discoveries, and political, economic, and social developments transformed chemistry into a modern science. 209 illustrations. 14 tables.
Bibliographies. Indices. Appendices.

This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully updated for the revised
syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher and examiner, Cambridge IGCSE Biology Coursebook
with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible coverage of the syllabus content. Suggestions for practical activities are
included, designed to help develop the required experimental skills, with full guidance included on the CD-ROM. Study tips
throughout the text, exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CD-ROM
are designed to help students prepare for their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in the Coursebook are provided
on the CD-ROM.
Recombinant DNA and BiotechnologyA Guide for StudentsWiley-Blackwell
The chapters in this volume describe bottom-up strategies and chronicle cutting-edge advances from several of the world’s
leading laboratories engaged in the development of molecular machines. The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2016 was awarded jointly
to Jean-Pierre Sauvage, Sir J. Fraser Stoddart and Bernard L. Feringa "for the design and synthesis of molecular machines". Both
Jean-Pierre Sauvage and Sir J. Fraser Stoddart have also contributed to this book.
"Animal Diversity is tailored for the restrictive requirements of a one-semester or one-quarter course in zoology, and is appropriate
for both nonscience and science majors of varying backgrounds. This Ninth edition of Animal Diversity presents a survey of the
animal kingdom with emphasis on diversity, evolutionary relationships, functional adaptations, and environmental interactions"-Introduction to English as a Second Language is a course to prepare students for studying at IGCSE or equivalent level.
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Presented in a colourful updated design and offering clear, practical support for students, it follows a variety of interesting themes
and topics, with a focus on skills development: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Each unit provides opportunities for
thinking and discussion, along with developing research and study skills. Furthermore, each unit has a specific language-focus
section to revise and consolidate key areas of language awareness and activities for vocabulary building. Audio CD is included for
use with the listening activities.
Written in clear, easy–to–understand language, this best–selling reference text and activities manual offers easy–to–implement
lessons and classroom activities. Part I covers basic molecular biology, and Part II offers imaginative dry labs and wet labs that
can be done by both college and precollege students. Part III is an innovative section addressing the social issues and public
concerns of biotechnology. Extensive appendixes provide important background information on basic laboratory techniques and
teaching resources, including overhead masters and templates. Adopted by numerous school systems, this unique book is an
outgrowth of molecular biology and biotechnology teaching workshops. All of the exercises and lab activities have been
extensively tested in the classroom by hundreds of high school teachers. Recombinant DNA and Biotechnology is designed to
interest an international teaching audience and will enable all instructors to teach a reasonable amount of molecular biology and
genetic engineering to students. No other book makes it so easy or compelling for teachers to incorporate the "new biology" into
their biology, biological sciences, or general science curriculum. Recombinant DNA and Biotechnology: A Guide for Teachers will
enable college and precollege teachers to plan and conduct an exciting and contemporary course on the basic principles, essential
laboratory activities, and relevant social issues and concerns attendant to today?s molecular biology revolution. In addition to the
complete text of the student edition, A Guide for Teachers also contains the answers to all discussion questions and extra
background information and material on the scientific principles involved.
Acute Pain brings coverage of this diverse area together in a single comprehensive clinical reference, from the basic mechanisms
underlying the development of acute pain, to the various treatments that can be applied to control it in different clinical settings.
Much expanded in this second edition, the volume reflects the huge advances that contin
The authoritative biography of the marine biologist and nature writer whose book Silent Spring inspired the global environmentalist
movement. In a career that spanned from civil service to unlikely literary celebrity, Rachel Carson became one of the world’s seminal leaders
in conservation. The 1962 publication of her book Silent Spring was a watershed event that led to the banning of DDT and launched the
modern environmental movement. Growing up in poverty on a tiny Allegheny River farm, Carson attended the Pennsylvania College for
Women on a scholarship. There, she studied science and writing before taking a job with the newly emerging Fish and Wildlife Service. In this
definitive biography, Linda Lear traces the evolution of Carson’s private, professional, and public lives, from the origins of her dedication to
natural science to her invaluable service as a brilliant, if reluctant, reformer. Drawing on unprecedented access to sources and interviews,
Lear masterfully explores the roots of Carson’s powerful connection to the natural world, crafting a “fine portrait of the environmentalist as a
human being” (Smithsonian). “Impressively researched and eminently readable . . . Compelling, not just for Carson devotees but for anyone
concerned about the environment.” —People “[A] combination of meticulous scholarship and thoughtful, often poignant, writing.” —Science “A
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sweeping, analytic, first-class biography of Rachel Carson.” —Kirkus Reviews
One of Italy's leading men of letters, a chemist by profession, writes about incidents in his life in which one or another of the elements figured
in such a way as to become a personal preoccupation
The Cambridge IGCSEÂ® & O Level Complete Biology Student Book is at the heart of delivering the course. It has been fully updated and
matched to the latest Cambridge IGCSE (0610) & O Level (5090) Biology syllabuses, ensuring it covers all the content that students need to
succeed. The Student Book is written by Ron Pickering, the experienced and trusted author of our previous, best-selling edition. It has been
reviewed by subject experts globally to ensure it meets teachers' needs. The book offers a rigorous approach, with a light touch to make it
engaging. Varied and flexible assessment-focused support and exam-style questions improve students' performance and help them to
progress, while the enriching content equips learners for further study. The Student Book is available in print, online or via a great-value print
and online pack. The supporting Exam Success Guide and Practical Workbook help students achieve top marks in their exams, while the
Workbook, for independent practice, strengthens exam potential inside and outside the classroom.
Succeed in chemistry with the clear explanations, problem-solving strategies, and dynamic study tools of CHEMISTRY & CHEMICAL
REACTIVITY, 9e. Combining thorough instruction with the powerful multimedia tools you need to develop a deeper understanding of general
chemistry concepts, the text emphasizes the visual nature of chemistry, illustrating the close interrelationship of the macroscopic, symbolic,
and particulate levels of chemistry. The art program illustrates each of these levels in engaging detail--and is fully integrated with key media
components. In addition access to OWLv2 may be purchased separately or at a special price if packaged with this text. OWLv2 is an online
homework and tutorial system that helps you maximize your study time and improve your success in the course. OWLv2 includes an
interactive eBook, as well as hundreds of guided simulations, animations, and video clips. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Born into a Punjabi middle-class household in the late nineties, Simran Chhabra’s world was the south east side of Panchkula, where her
parents raised her to be fearless as they shared a small nook in her paternal grandmothers’ brown-brick bungalow. But life soon took her
further afield from the crowded classrooms of Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School, Chandigarh, where she learned about detractors, and
the vast lecture halls of Panjab University, Chandigarh where she pursued her bachelors to the hallowed halls of Harvard University,
Cambridge, where she learned what it felt to be the only South Asian Hindu Punjabi woman. More recently she served as an advocacy intern
for Consul General, Mia Yen at the Canadian High Commission in Chandigarh. Mentor in Action takes us through Chandigarh living rooms
and high-profile diplomatic boardrooms, through moments of heart-wrenching grief and profound resilience, taking us deep into the soul of an
ordinary mentee from Chandigarh and her extraordinary mentor from Canada. In narrating her story with grace, good humor and rare candor,
Simran moots a question to the rest of us: Who are we in action?
Chronic respiratory diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, kill more than 4 million people every year, and
affect hundreds of millions more. These diseases erode the health and well-being of the patients and have a negative impact on families and
societies. This report raises awareness of the huge impact of chronic respiratory diseases worldwide, and highlights the risk factors as well as
ways to prevent and treat these diseases.
Soil degradation has serious global impacts on agronomic, economic, and sociopolitical conditions, however, statistics regarding the degree
of these impacts has been largely unreliable. This book aims to standardize the methodology for obtaining reliable and objective data on soil
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degradation. It will also identify and develop criteria for assessing the severity of soil degradation, providing a realistic scenario of the
problem.

The 1982 revised second edition of W. E. Dasent's Inorganic Energetics, an established and important teaching text.
Physical and thermodynamic property data for hydrocarbon and organic compounds are of special value to engineers in the
chemical processing and petroleum refining industries. This book offers engineers and scientists quick access to this data by the
use of tabular information.
About The Book: A revision of a successful junior/senior level text, this introduction to elementary quantum mechanics clearly
explains the properties of the most important quantum systems. The book emphasizes the applications of theory, and contains
new material on particle physics, electron-positron annihilation in solids and the Mossbauer effect. It includes new appendices on
such topics as crystallography, Fourier Integral Description of a Wave Group, and Time-Independent Perturbation Theory.
A compilation of works by one of the twentieth century's leading humorists features two novels, The Code of the Woosters and
Uncle Fred in the Springtime, as well as fourteen short stories and three autobiographical pieces.
This latest edition of the most internationally respected reference in food chemistry for more than 30 years, Fennema’s Food
Chemistry, 5th Edition once again meets and surpasses the standards of quality and comprehensive information set by its
predecessors. All chapters reflect recent scientific advances and, where appropriate, have expanded and evolved their focus to
provide readers with the current state-of-the-science of chemistry for the food industry. This edition introduces new editors and
contributors who are recognized experts in their fields. The fifth edition presents a completely rewritten chapter on Water and Ice,
written in an easy-to-understand manner suitable for professionals as well as undergraduates. In addition, ten former chapters
have been completely revised and updated, two of which receive extensive attention in the new edition including Carbohydrates
(Chapter 3), which has been expanded to include a section on Maillard reaction; and Dispersed Systems: Basic considerations
(Chapter 7), which includes thermodynamic incompatibility/phase separation concepts. Retaining the straightforward organization
and accessibility of the original, this edition begins with an examination of major food components such as water, carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins, and enzymes. The second section looks at minor food components including vitamins and minerals, colorants,
flavors, and additives. The final section considers food systems by reviewing basic considerations as well as specific information
on the characteristics of milk, the postmortem physiology of edible muscle, and postharvest physiology of plant tissues.
Burns specific Laboratory Manual--by him-- to accompany his texts FUNDAMENTS OF CHEMISTRY AND ESSENTIALS OF
CHEMISTRY.
Highly focused preparation for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) course in 50-60 core hours. This Student's Book
without answers provides B2-level students with thorough preparation and practice needed for exam success. Ten units cover all
four exam papers in a step-by-step approach. 'Quick steps' and Writing, Speaking and Listening guides explain what to expect in
the exam, and provide strategies on approaching each paper, model answers, useful expressions and further practice. The CDPage 5/7
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ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and writing practice. Two complete practice tests are available online for teachers
to access. Recordings for the Listening exercises are found on the Class Audio CDs or in the Student's Book Pack, available
separately.

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been written specifically for Cambridge International syllabuses 0460
and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs and case studies, the coursebook requires students to examine a range of
information, helping to build their analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors and Cambridge trainers, this
coursebook is updated to support both Cambridge IGCSE and O Level students. It includes clear and practical support,
case studies from 25 different countries, fieldwork ideas and a range of interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM
contains support sheets for the topics covered, outline maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the activities
are in the teacher's resource.
Compact Preliminary for Schools is a focused, 50 - 60 hour course for Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools, also
known as Preliminary English Test (PET). The Student's Book features eight topic based units with focused exam
preparation to maximise the performance of school-age learners. Units are divided in the order of the exam with pages
on Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking. A Grammar reference covers key areas in the syllabus and unit based
wordlists include target vocabulary with definitions. The Student's Book also features a revision section and full practice
test. The accompanying CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam skills tasks including listening.
Course users also have exclusive access to a further practice test with audio via a URL in the Student's Book.
Microemulsions: Theory and Practice covers the development of the theory and practice of microemulsion systems. This
book is divided into seven chapters that explore the physics and chemistry of microemulsions. This book deals first with
the commercial history of microemulsions, from the discovery of carnauba wax emulsions to polymer emulsions. This
topic is followed by discussions on the theoretical aspects of microemulsion formulation techniques and the design of
other products. The subsequent chapter describes the microemulsion formulation with less solubilizer or emulsifier
together with their optical properties. A chapter examines the mixed film theory that explains the dispersions, oil-water
interface, and inferences in microemulsions. Another chapter considers the role of microemulsions in micellar solutions
and their relations to the concentrations of different compounds. This chapter also looks into the association phenomena
of three-component phase equilibria diagrams and liquids crystals to microemulsions. The concluding chapter discusses
the role of the capillary and hydrostatic forces on the entrapment of oil in the reservoir and the necessary conditions for
the displacement of entrapped oil. The important properties and economic aspects of a microemulsion slug required for
the tertiary oil recovery are also covered in this chapter.
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